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SAN CLEMENTE, OALIF. 
(UPI)-After a 1'spirited" debate 
with his lawyers, President Nixon 
decided Thursday to appeal U.S. 
District Judge John J. Sirica's 
historical ruling that Nixon must 
turn over the secret White House 
tapes for private. judicial 
examination. 
The Western White House said 
the President's appeal would be 
filed with the U.S. Court of 
Appeals in Washington before 
Silica's deadline of next 
Thursday. The move will be the 
next step toward placing the 
constitutional controversy 
between Nixon and Senate and 
federal investigators in the hands 
of the Supreme Court. 
Nixon made ·his decision after 
consultations with White House 
counsel J. Fred Buzhardt and 
Charles Alan Wright, the 
University of Texas constitutional 
lawyer whom he has hired as a 
legal consultant on Watergate. The 
two al;torneys flew here 
ALS DEPT. 
Wednesday night, a few hours 
after Sirica handed down ·his 
decision. 
In a brief statement, the White 
House said: 
"The P:resAdent met today with 
his White House counsel and it has 
been decided t;hat counsel will 
seek :review in the Court of 
Appeals for the District of 
Columbia of Judge Sirica's order. 
Appropriate papers for obtaining 
review are being prepared and will 
be filed prior to the expiration of 
the stay of the order next 
Thursday." 
Sirica had given Nixon five days 
from the .date of his decision to 
file an appeal, excluding the long 
Labor Day holiday weekend. 
There had been speculation the 
lawyers might advise Nixon 
simply to ignore Sirica's order on 
the ground the doctrine of 
separation of powers makes the 
President immune to any court 
order, including a demand for 
release of the tapes. 
Ne\N Mexico 
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Sirica ruled on a petition by' 
special Watergate prosecutor 
Archibald Cox, who believes the 
tapes might contain critical 
evidence for the federal grand 
jury's investigation of possible 
perjury, conspiracy to obstruct 
justice and other criminal 
activities by Nixon's former White 
House and campaign aides. 
The judge said he wants to 
review the tapes and other 
documents sought by Wright to 
determine which are relevant to 
the Watergate inquiry and could 
'POliTICS IS HELL, BEBEI' 
be turned over to the grand jury 
without violating national 
security. · 
Buzhardt and Wright were 
reported to have held a "spirited" 
debate on what Nixon's next step 
should be, before the President 
decided to pursue the customary 
appeals process in the courts. 
Meanwhile Nixon has announced 
he will not comply with Sirica's 
order. · 
Nixon bases his refusal to 
release the tapes to anyone on the 
argument that their disclosure 
Perkal Presents $2'80,000 Budget 
ASUNM President Ross Perkal 
presented a $280,000 budget for 
19 7 3-7 4 to the senate at its 
. opening session Wednesday night. 
In a major departure from past 
policy, Perkal did not fund special 
interest groups be said did not 
uniformly service all the students 
on campus. 
Instead Perkal allocated 
$30,000 to the senate for the 
purpose of funding special interest 
groups. 
"Gil Gonzales, Janice Arnold 
and I worked on the budget all 
summer long. We interviewed 
every organization seeking funds. 
The first budget came to 
$350,000. This was totally 
unworkable. We cut out a lot of 
administrative and travel expenses 
and trieC: to centralize the public 
relations needs of the 
organizations," Perkal said. 
To facilitate the centralization 
of public relations Perkal created 
the Public Relations Committee. 
After trimming the original 
. budget Perkal said the second 
effort came to a total of 
$312,000. This figure was still 
high and Perkal decided to depart 
from past budget policy and 
remove the special interest groups 
from the budget. 
Perkal felt there was a crisis in 
fiscal responsibi1ity and the 
solution must be found in the 
senate. 
~ "The more representati~n in 
fiscal responsibiJity the better," 
Perkal said. 
Perkal also told the senators the 
money spent in the summer 
would be accounted for. 
In other senate business Sen. 
Sandy Rice was elected Pro Tern 
of the Senate, Gil Gonzales was 
elected chairman of the Finance 
Committee, Rob Dahlen will head 
the Steering and Rules 
Committee, and Kit Goodfriend 
wi II· chair the Presidential 
Appointments Committee. 
Prior to the regular business 
meeting of the senate, the 
senators heard brief speeches and 
held question and answer sessions 
with UNM President Ferrel Heady, 
and vice·presidents John Perovich, 
Sherman Smith, Paul Silverman, 
Chester Travelstead and Harold 
Lavender, 
ASUNM Vice-President Janice 
Arnold invited the administrators 
to the first session in an attempt 
to open up lines of 
communication between the 
senate and administration. 
Law, Med School Admission T.ough 
By JEFF LEE 
Competition for admission to 
UNM's Law and Medical Schools 
remains intense, especially for 
out-of-state students. 
This year 1178 students applied 
for 106 openings in the Law 
.r ~ 
Labor Day. 
Thete will be no classes at 
:, UNM on Monday, Sept. 3 due 
to the Labor Day holiday. 
The Daily Lobo will not be 
published. Don't become a 
Labor Day statistic on the 
state highway death tolls. 
Whatever your high is, don't 
combine it with drivjng. 
Enjoy the vacation. 
School. Six out-of-state students 
were admitted from the 763 who 
applied, and 100 N·ew Mexico 
residents were accepted from the 
415 who applied. 
Only four non-residents of 638 
who applied were admitted to the 
Medical School, while 64 New 
Mexicans were sel~cted from 262 
app1icants. 
The University spends $66 on 
instruction fot each of B20 law 
students and $266 for each of 246 
medical students compared to $22 
for Arts and Science students. 
There are 21 full-time faculty 
members in the Law School artd 
200 full-time faculty rnembets in 
the Medical School giving it the 
highest student/faculty ratio in 
the University. 
Unlike the Law School, which 
has the sarne tuition as the rest of 
the university, the Medical School 
tuition is $315 per semester for 
residents and $630 for 
non-residents. 
Hunter-Geer, assistant dean of 
the Law School, said the number 
of applications is down from last 
year's record of sorne 1600. 
"The word has gotten out that 
we don't accept rnany out-of-state 
applicants,ll he said. 
The average score on the Law 
School Admission Test for those 
accepted this year was 620 said 
Geet, and the average grade point 
·average was 3.26. 
On. the subject of expanding 
enrolhnent.Geer said, 1'There is no 
anticipated . increase at this time. 
We don't know how long the 
popularity will last." 
There ate about .1300 lawyers 
i11 New Me:xi<!o now, Geer said, 
and 176 people took the State Bar 
Examination last week. 
"There's a chance there will be 
10 per cent more lawyers in the 
State after the examinations are 
graded," he said. 
"It's a little bit more difficult 
to place our graduates in the job 
they would really like to have," 
Geet said, "but there's always 
room for good lawyers. Of course, 
you always hear comments from 
lawyers that there are a lot of 
young lawyers coming out these 
days." 
Unlike the Law School, UNM's-
Medical School plans to expand 
next yeal', said Dr. Diane J. 
Klepper, assistant dean of 
admissions and student affairs for 
the School of Medicine. The Med. 
School will begin admitting a peak 
of 72 new students a yeal'. 
would so impair the 
confidentiality of his office he 
could not carry out his 
constitutional duties, and that he 
alone can decide whether they 
should remain secret. His lawyers 
also argue that the courts, as a 
separate and equal but not 
superior branch of government, 
have no authority to compel their 
release. 
Nixon has said, however, he 
would comply with a "definitive 
ruling" of the Supreme Court 
ordering him to release the tapes. 
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Nagel Held 
On3 Counts 
Raymond Nagel, 33, has 
been charged with two 
counts of false imprisonment 
and one count of aggravated 
assault in connection with a 
shooting incident early 
Monday morning in which a 
UNM professor was seriously 
wounded. 
Nag e 1, a lecturer in 
English, was bound over to 
district court for trial after 
waiving a preliminary hearing 
yesterday. He was arraigned 
before Magistrate Judge 
Samuel Mandel late 
yesterday afternoon. 
The charges against Nagel 
are the result of a shooting 
which occurred early 
. Monday morning near the 
town of Edgewood, N.M. in 
which psychology professor 
Dennis Feeney was shot four 
times and seriously wounded. 
Feeney's condition had 
been listed as "serious" by 
spokesmen at Bernalillo 
County Medical Center until 
late yesterday afternoon 
when BCMC listed his 
condition as "fair.'' 
BCM C spokesmen said 
Feeney was in "fair" 
condition and he would be 
tr a11 s fer red from intensive 
care today. 
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend 
editorial 
Dealing With Human Beings 
At Wednesday night's opening session 
of the senate there were several new faces. 
The new senators were there, but they 
were supposed to be. The interesting faces 
belonged to UNM President Ferrel Heady 
and vice-presidents Harold Lavender, 
Chester Travelstead, Sherman Smith, John 
Perovich and Paul Silverman. 
answer session will probably be a most 
profitable experience for both senator and 
administrator alike. 
Arnold gets an A+ for this idea. 
The administrators were invited to the 
session by ASUNM vice-president Janice 
Arnold. Arnold said she wanted to open 
up lines of communication and overall it 
was a success. 
Students are not the wild-eyed crazies 
they are sometimes pictured to be and 
ad min is trators do not devour small, 
crippled children for lunch. And the best 
way to discover this is to sit down and 
talk with the other person. 
It simply is a lot easier to deal with 
another human being than a "student" or 
"administrator." The brief speeches and question and 
"So that's how they self destruct 
To ASUNM Students: 
A cat 
Has 9lives 
·so that 
When you put her 
Down 
All the way 
With a thud! 
She will land 
on'her own two 
Feet. 
Meow. 
-Bernadette Chavez 
A Poem 
Regarding your article of Aug. 
2 7 entitled "faith heali~g 
fails ... ," it is necessary to,pomt 
out that it is neither a question of 
faith healing being the. impossible, 
nor of God in Christ's power to 
heal and resurrect, but rather of 
Parker's ignorance of the 
Scriptures. 
Firstly, Jesus Himself sent 
those He healed to the priests so 
they could verify it was so, and 
then the healed could throw away 
their ·medicines and the priests 
could witness the miraculous 
works of God. Secondly, there are 
verses which say not to "try" or 
"mock" God. 
It grieves me that the world 
must oboorve another falsity and 
tragedy committed in the name of 
Jesus. 
Teri Jo Shaw 
Tragic Death 
The author of "Watergate 
Dichotomy" (editorial of August 
29th) overlooked several 
possibilities in drawing his 
"obvious" conclusions regarding 
the intelligence of the "common 
man.n 
First of all, the fact that some 
70 per cent of the persons polled 
indicated that they thought the 
President knew of the Watergate 
" 
coverup does not necessarily mean 
they believe enough concrete 
evidence exists to impeach Nixon. 
They may well feel that the 
conflicting testimony thus far 
presented, though indicative of 
the President's probable 
culpability, does not constitute 
sufficient proof to warrant the 
drastic step of impeachment. 
Second, the Americans involved 
in the poll may be quite 
reasonably resistant to the entire 
notion of impeachment. Certainly 
the· historical record shows a 
marked reluctance on the part of 
Congress in the use of this 
technique, even when the 
evidence against the chief 
executive was more apparent than 
it is in the present case. It seems 
quite possible that the "Gallup 
Poll man" simply judged that an 
impeachment trial before the 
Senate would do more harm to 
the stability of the government 
than the presence of a crippled 
(continued on page 4) 
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J' ~e: Are . you sure J"h-ls IS 
Cl inica..l Ed uco .. t'lon for civi \ 
Engineers ? 
J. G. Arnholz 
Clinical Ed 
Sagamore Glutz timidly 
approached the information 
window at Scholes Hall. The 
freshman was dripping with cold 
sweat as he stared at the monster 
looming in the window. 
Sagamore finally walked to the 
window and asked, "Pardon me, 
but do you have ... " 
'' HIIIII·Y AAAAAA !'' The 
290-pound offensive tackle 
screamed as he pulled Sagamore 
through the window, delivered 
two smashing karate blows to the 
back of Sagamore's neck, kicked 
him in the stomach three times 
and hurled him through the air. 
Sagamore cleared two 
secretaries, grazed the forehead of 
a work-study and landed in a 
corner right next to 
Pre-Registered Students/Unpaid 
Tuition. 
The brute walked over and 
pulled Sagamore to his feet. 
"Sorry little fella. Didn't mean 
to hurt ya. Things are really slow 
today. I worked all summer 
setting up my Clinical Education 
project and now nobody comes to 
the window anymore," he said, 
Sagamore weakly replied, 
"Clinical Education? I came in 
here for information on that. 
What kind of project did you set 
up?" 
"Wei£, little fella, it's called The 
Effects of a Surprise Karate 
Attack On Unsuspecting 
Information Seekers at Scholes 
HaU. I'm tryin' to see how people 
react under stress. Coach though~ 
it was a great idea He even said I 
might sneak in some practice on 
my crackback blocks. 
Gosh-all-get·out, I just gotta 
complete this project. I'm a karate 
minor and I need the 76 hours I'll 
get with the project," the now 
humble gridiron hero said. 
"Say, do you think you could 
give some information on Clinical 
Ed now," Sagamore asked. 
"Sure I can, little fella," the 
brute answered. "You're supposed 
to think· up your own ideas but 
we got a little handbook for 
freshmen that kind of helps 'em 
along. Lots of good ideas in it. It 
was written by the vice-president 
for Clinical Education, Dr. J. 
Arnold." 
Sagamore went outside and 
walked up to the Mall. He started 
to page through the handbook. 
Engineering majors might be 
interested in taking part in a 
project to determine the 
feasibility of a hand dug nuclear 
fallout ditch that wm run parallel 
to the Rio Grande river from 
Albuquerque to EI Paso. 
Assistance in the project will 
come from department Chairman 
Dr. S. Rule. Dr. Rule, who has 
sup ported Clinical Ed strongly 
and devoted more time than any 
other professor, said he will be 
~JVailable in his office .from 3-3:05 
p.m. on the first Tuesday 
following the Thanksgiving break. 
Credit hours are determined on 
the length of your ditch. 
Another project often tried but 
never successful is one planned for 
Air Force ROTC students. It 
involves historical research and 
applied skills. The project is 
centered around the renovation of 
a World War I Sopwith Camel and 
25 successful bombing runs on 
President Ferrel Heady's home. 
Students are reminded that a 
major obstacle to successful 
completion of the project is the 
heavy ring of anti-aircraft 
batteries surrounding the 
,President's home. Ninety-three 
credit hours and flight pay. 
Biology students might be 
interested in a project that will 
determine the long range effects 
of bubonic plague on an urban 
population. In an 
inter-disciplinary cooperative 
effort the psychology department 
has agreed to supply Clinical Ed 
students with an ample supply of 
infected rats. Credit hours: lh plus 
supply of antibiotics. 
Sagamore left the mall and 
made his way back to the 
information window at Scholes 
Hall. 
"HIIII-YAaaa, .. Oh. Didn't 
recognize ya. Whatta ya need little 
fella?" the brute asked. 
As he reached for the window 
Sagamore screamed, 
"HIIll·YAAAA." 
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4 BIG DAYS! SUNDAY Sept. 2nd thru WEDNESDAY Sept 5th 
EVERY LP* & STEREO TAPE IN OUR GIGANTIC 
STOCK IS INCLUDED IN THIS STORE WIDE SALE 
Tens of Thousands of Lp's in Stock-R~ck, Jazz, Classics, Blues and Folk 
COLUMBIA • EPIC CAPRICORN . . , . 
ALLMAN BROTHERS 
Brothers and Sisters $3.19 
CAPRICORN Cl' OJ I I' 
CHRYSALIS 
A Passion Play 
CHRYSALIS CHR I 040 
.. ,._, ... _~ :)., 
WARNER BROS 
tJ 
VAN MORRISON 
A&M 
CAT STJ~VENS 
FOREIGNER 
I 
SALE 
PRICES 
$2~~ 
LIST 
$4 ~2 LIST $4 !.?a LIST 
STEREO TAPES 
Largest and Most Complete 
Record and Tape Store 
in New Mexico 
BUDGETS $1.89 per disc 
Columbia 
• 
e 
Epic 
ATLANTIC 
Hard Nose Highway 
WARNER BROS. BS 2712· ~ Hundreds of LPs from ggc 
GRA LLDEAD 
Bear's Choice (VoL I) 
WARNER BROS. BS 2721 
.,. EXCEPT IMPORTS 
CAT STEVENS $3.19 
F<>reigncr A&M 4391 
H GEORGE HARRISON 
Living in the Material 
. ~ World Apple SMAS 3410 
Hr,tmrl" Flack 
KilliNG ME SOFTLY AtlantiC SO 7271 
MON.-FRI. 10-9 PM 4. 514 C t I A e SE 266-5924 SAT. 10-6 PM en ra V • 
suN. NOON-6 PM (Across from the Ramada Inn) 
:Sob Dylan/Go\lndtraclt 
®.BILLY 
THE KID 
Including: 
Knockln_'OnHenven'sDoor 
Blllr 7/Cantlna Thome fWori!ln' For The Law) 
DunkhooaoThomoJTu~oyChoso 
BOll DYLAN 
Pat Garrett and Dilly The Kid 
COLUMlllA KC 32460 
Bob Dylan at last! The album contains 
new songs by Dylan, and he's helped by 
such famous musicians as Booker T, 
Roger McGuinn, Russ Kunkel, many others. 
CJIICAGO 
t11icago VI 
Columbia KC 32400 
SLY and the Family STONE 
. FRESH 
"" ...... lfYovW.,..IMe-'b$-.y/IDor!IK-(s.tiat~ 
lfiiW•.,.l•lflls!ToU. 
au. s.r. S«a(Wr..I-WII U. w• h)/rtklor 
SLY& 
Frc•h 
Jlpic KE 32134 
& MAHA VISHNU 
Love Devotion & Surrender 
Columbia KC 32034 
' ~ 
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letters, • • 
(continued from page 2) 
President for the remaindtlr of his 
term. 
Campus Notes 
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New Mexico 
DAILY LOBO 
Volume77 No.6 
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106 
Editorial Phone (505) 277-
4102, 277-4202; 
'Jlhf! New Mcxko Daily l..~obo is 
pul.dhiiH:d Monday throu1~h 11'riday 
every rf.!J4\.dar· wcclt of the 
UniV('rsity yet~r and Wt~CI{Iy durin~ 
the summer session by the noard of 
Student Pu(>llcations of the 
Univc:rsity of New Mexico. und l!i 
not financially associated with 
UNM. SN:ond clnss postn~t~ l)nid .at 
1\lbuc,ucrciU<~. Nt~w Mexico 871.0(), 
Subscription rate.• is $7.GO for th(l 
academic year. 
The opinions expn•_sSl'd on UH~ 
editorial pngcs of The Daily Lobo 
Url! those of the author solely. 
Unsigned opinion is Lhnt of the 
t'tlitorial board of The Daily J..~obo. 
NoUtin1~ printed ln TIH~ Daily Lob() 
ncccs~~arHy rcprcslmts tht• views of 
.L .. ~~~=-~nivcrsity of New Mc..•xh1o. 
s 
Either of these possibilities 
follow the evidence far., more 
logically than Mr. Lee's 
conclusion that public opinion, 
"clearly tends to endorse felons 
for high office." If the dialogue 
which emerges from the Watergate 
scandal is to prove at all fruitful, 
we must have more mature 
analysis than Mr. Lee 
demonstrates, 
Murray W. Taylor 
Avon Lady Rings 
Bell On Burglars 
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 
(UPI)-An Avon lady who noticed 
her stolen radio in the home of a 
customer helped crack a youthful 
burglary ring. 
Three 18-year-old youths who 
admitted stealing $10,000 in loot 
in 25 burglaries were sentenced to 
jail Wednesday. 
Mrs. Stan Icy Geiser, a 
door-to-door saleswoman, said she 
saw her stolen $-transistor radio in 
the home of one of the youths 
and reported it to deputies, who 
found a "pickup-truck load" of 
stolen goods in a bedroom of the 
home, 
Pd 
PRESENTS 
Veteran's Association 
All veteran'a interested in 
playing intramural flag football 
should con tact the Veteran's 
Association in Room 2009, Mesa 
Vista North, before Sept. 7. 
A picnic will be held for all 
veterans on Saturday, Sept. 9, at 
the Oakflats picnic ground in the 
Cibola National Forest. Register 
at Veteran's Affairs Office, Room 
2009, Mesa Vista North. 
Gay Lib 
The first monthly meeting of 
UNM'a Gay Lib will be held on 
Wednesday, Sept. 5 at 8 p.m. in 
Room 250-B in the SUB. Plans for 
the year will be discussed and all 
interested persons arc invited to 
attend. 
GSA Elections 
Elections for the Graduate 
Students' Association are to be on 
Sept. 24 and 25, Applications for 
the positions of President, 
Chairperson of the GSA Council 
and two graduate representatives 
to th c University Community 
Forum are being accepted at the 
GSA office through Sept. 10. All 
applicants must be graduate 
students. The positions of 
president and chairperson arc 
salaried. 
IN CDNCBBT 
Blue Oyster Cult 
li.Ail 
* $1'ECIAL ~~ ~ * 
El Chicano 
S&TUBDAT, SBPT .1,1873 • 7 PM 
CIVIC AUDITORIUM 
Advanee $5 • Door $5.50 
. . .. 
TICKETS AT; 
RECORDS N' TAPES**"***Wyoming Mall Shopping Center 
& 6801 N 4th 
Rl EDLINGS* ********** * • Downtown 
GOLD STREET CIRCUS***Across from UNM 
CANDYMAN••••••••••••santa Fe 
... ~ ....................... . '.' . • • f ' . .. ' 
VVAWjWSO Student Organization 
Rechartering 
~ I ~ 
~· ( < 
8 \ 6 
~ ti .g 
=.: i i ...:! 
'< 1, I ~ 
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•· Aries: This is a time of change for you. It 
would be advantageous to start with your 
socks. "'"'"'·_,..._ 
There will be an organizational 
meeting of the Vietnam Veterans 
Against the War/Winter-Soldier 
Organization on Tuesday, Sept. 4 
at 7 p.m. in Room 250-B of the 
SUB. 
The dealine for student 
organizations to be rechartered 
with UNM is Friday, Sept. 21. If 
organizations have not received 
information packets they should 
con tact the Student Activities 
Center at 277-4706. 
~~~:a 8' ll t:t Taurus: Tonight is a good night to run 
• 1 I 8 amuck. 
Ski Team 
The UNM Ski team will begin 
dry land tnining on Sept, 17, 
There will be a mandatory 
organizational meeting for all 
interested skiers with racing 
experience on Tuesday, Sept. 4, 8 
p.m. in Room B-40 of Johnson 
Gym. Please bring resumes of ski 
and race experience. For further 
information contact Larry Brooks 
at 277-5423, Mon.-Fri., 3-4:30 
p.m. or 268-6158 after 6:30p.m. 
Labor Day March 
On Monday, Sept. 3 there will 
be a Labor Day march and rally to 
support workers on strike and to 
. support a minimum wage of $2.50 
an hour, People will assemble at 
Robinson Park at 10 a.m. The 
rally will be at 1 p.m. in Roosevelt 
Park. Sponsored by La Raza 
Unida. 
Med Recruiting 
The UNM School of Medicine is 
actively recruiting Black, Chicano 
and Indian applicants. Recruiters 
will be in Room 231-C of the SUB 
on Sept. 4 and 5 from 1:30 to 
4:30 p.m. to speak with interested 
stud c n ts. In formation on 
admission rcquirl)ments, 
application procedures, financial 
assistance and curriculum will be 
available. 
Divine Light 
The Divine Light Mission will 
conduct a program on Saturday, 
Sept. 1 and Sunday, Sept. 2 in the 
Alumni Memorial Chapel at 7:30 
p.m. The program speaker will be 
Mahatma Parlokanand Ji 
discussing the "Perfect Knowledge 
of Astguri Mahog Ji is Revealing." 
Admission is free. 
Tele-message 
Tele·message is on duty 24 
hours a day. To relay information 
on events scheduled at the 
Student Union call 277-5243. 
Teacher Education 
All students wishing to enter a 
Teacher Education Program, who 
have earned 26 hrs. credit with at 
least a 2.0, are requested to pick 
up a "Screening Packet" in the 
College of Education (Dean's 
area). The deadline to complete 
and return the Packet is Friday, 
Sept. 7. 
Chavez Rally 
Ceasar Chavez, head of the 
United Farm Workers is expected 
at UNM Friday for a rally, the 
Albuquerque Boycott Committee 
announced late Wednesday night. 
For more information, contact 
them or Chicano Studies. 
What is ANF? 
Eligible college-age girls may 
find out about Angel Flight at the 
following rush parties: 
•Sunday-Sept. 2, a 
Watermelon Bust in Roma Park. 
Meet at Bld. Y-1 at 1:30. 
•Tuesday-Sept. 4, a tea and 
slide show of club activities in 
Bid. Y-1 at 7:00p.m. 
•Wednesday-Sept. 5, a night at 
a local Health Spa. Bring your 
swim suit to Bld. Y-1 at 6:00p.m. 
For more information, call 
277-4502. 
Library Hours 
Exceptions to the 
regularly-scheduled hours of 
opening over the Labor Day 
Weekend for Zimmerman, Fine 
Arts, and Parish libraries are as 
follows: Sunday, September 2, 
1973-Closed; Monday, 
September 3, 1973-6:30-10:30 
p.m.; Regular hours resume 
Tuesday, September 4. 
Roald Amundsen of Norway, 
with four men and dog teams, 
reached the South Pole Dec. 14, 
1911. 
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Gemini: Pay particular attention to that 
twisted, choking feeling you have today. It 
me~ns you put your underwear on sideways 
agam. 
Cancer: Get plenty of rest tonight, You'll 1.fli;;;~1 
t ~~v~·" 
mee i~~~ecial s:::~ne;::or:::~e under tl~ n~arest 
~~l\· rock-your lucky star has been arrested. 
Virgo: Fame, fortune, stardom luck 
talent and peace and possibly good 'health: 
m1 I ~~iL__J1 
rr;--~-~~ 
Libra: Well arranged time is the surest 
mark of a well arranged mind. 
Scorpio: Memorize the names of your 
mother and father if it takes all night. 
Tomorrow it will come in handy. /t:. Sagittarius: Practice up on your soft shoe 
:r~: ~nd open up your heart and let the sunshine 
l , m. 
Capricorn: Reap your harvest-if the 
person doesn't object too much. There's a 
grain of truth in that. i .. Aquarius: Bear in mmd the old adage: The fullest and best ears of corn hang lowest 
toward the ground. 
&.·.'. ,. litJf' 
-
Pisces: Put a bicycle clip on your chinos 
and trip down Memory Lane. 
The highest compact we can 
rnake with our fellow is-let there 
be truth between us to 
forevermore .... It is sublime to 
feel and say of another-! need 
never meet, or speak, or write to 
him; we need not reinforce 
ourselves or send tokens of 
remembrance; I rely on him as on 
myself; if he did thus and thus. I 
know it was right.-Emerson 
Intuitionism is the doctrine 
~hat. t!te perception of truth is by 
mtmt1on, not analysis. 
W'iden the 
spectJ2rJm 
boto 
i __ -· 
PORTRAITURE 
2817 SAN MATEO NE • 
TELEPHONE 266·'!(137 J 
Bridge 
of Christianity 
Through Bible Study 
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Broadway & Centrai,NE 
Carnival Workers Disrupt Concert 
BETHANY, MO. (UPI)-
Camival workers rampagl.'d 
through rock concert fans 
Wednesday night, firing guns into 
the air and beating up young 
people until a force of 40 state 
and area law officers moved to 
end the disturbance early today. 
Four of the workers, who were 
at the Harrison County 
fairgrounds to set up a carnival 
coinciding with the opening of the 
county fair today, were arrested 
on various charges pending from 
carrying concealed weapuns, to 
assault and inciting a riot. A local 
resident was also arrested, a11d 
several handguns, shot!,'Uns and 
rifles wer<> confiscated. 
At least t.wo persons were 
hospitalized with injuries and 
many others suff<:'red b1-uises and 
scrapes, and shl'riff Melvin Smith 
said, "we were very fortunafR we 
got nobody killed." 
Smith said he called in highway 
patrol troopers and sheriff's 
d "p uties from suno\lnding 
counties about 10 p.m. when 
isolated fighting at llw rock 
concert hl'crune mort' widespread, 
He said he planned to seek a 
court injunction today to halL Uw 
carnival and gt>t the carnival 
work<lrs out of town. 
"Th · ' ey were runnmg m groups 
and ben Ling up who<:>ver they met 
shooting guns and this type or 
thing," Smith said, 
'l'hc officm·s were able to stop 
the fighting without firing a shot 
he said. ' 
The sheriff said about 500 
young persons were attending th<.' 
concert, which kicked off the 
Harrison County Fair, 
Art Stuff 
I 704 Central (aero.~., from Galle;) 
True student discounts. 
Call before you buy 
llrqtg thi., Lnho hy H1r frcq ~rc!lcnt 
Great in Parts, But ... 
Bertolucci Blows It 
(Ed's Nola: 'l'he Daily Lobo is 
proud l'o welcome bac/1 Michael 
Blaha as a guest' film critic. In 
1970 he was a Spacial Editor for 
t11e Lobo, l'hen left for the West 
Coast, where lw became Associate 
Editor of l'he LA Free Press and 
The Staff. He has now escaped LA 
for Albuquerque, and is wor/1ing 
on his second booh,) 
"LAST 'l'ANGO IN 
P ARIS"-Ber nardo Bcrtolucci 
(Lobo 'l'hcater/$2.50) 
Bernardo Bertoluc<;i was born 
under a lucky star and until 
re<:en tly the silver he's been 
sucking on all his professional life 
has remained intact. His dad was a 
prominent film critic in Italy and 
at an early age Bertolucci was 
spending most of his time in 
screening rooms. His dad is also 
rich and by the time Bertolucci 
decided he wanted to fool around 
with film all the resources were 
ready and waiting for him, 
Bertolucci is also blessed with a 
genuinely superior intellect and 
by the time he started putting it 
into action as a poet, Italy was 
pinning prestigious prizes on his 
work. In short, Bertolucci has 
been blessed with doing almost 
anything he's ever wanted to do, 
Most of that is wrapped up in five 
films: "Accatone!," "Tho Grim 
Reaper," "Before the 
Revolution," "The Spider's 
Stratagem" (soon to play at the 
Guild) and everybody's 
nomination as a true Classic in 
movies "The Conformist." 
Failure 
But ironically, ''The 
Conformist's" huge and perfectly 
deserved success is probably th.e 
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biggest contributor to the 
em harassing failure (for 
Bertolucci's artistic instincts not 
his wallet) of the Italian 
dircctor/w.riter's latest world-wide 
blockbuster "Last Tango In Paris" 
(now settling in for what will be a 
long run at the Lobo). 
When everybody says you're 
great and your back gets calluses 
from being patted all the Lime it's 
easy to think that maybe if you 
just stand on your head, if you 
cut corners here and there they're 
going to applaud you anyway just 
because it's you. That apparently 
is what happened to Bertolucci in 
"Last Tango In Paris." 
The film does have its moments 
but moments don't make a movie. 
Groat moments every step of the 
way is what made "The 
Conformist" a real cla~sic, flashes 
is what makes "Last Tango In 
Piiris" just another nice try except 
for a few broken barriers which 
I'll discuss in just a minute. 
Intriguing 
In terms of plot, suffice it to 
say that Bertolucci's noggin again 
came up with an intriguing story, 
or Whilt could hilve been an 
intriguing story line, Paul 
(Brando) is an American in Paris 
with busted luck and an accurate 
view of the world as a ldnd sewer 
dressed up to look like just 
another pretty place. Jeanne 
(Maria Schneider) is a 
contemporary girl cruising along 
in the mainstream of fashion and 
flare with the typical youthful 
lust for style without character. 
Tom (Jean-Pierre Leaud) is 
Jca nne's avant-garde filmmaker 
boy friend whose primary 
credentials as a human being, like 
Jeanne's, is an empty head. 
Anyway, Paul, who doesn't give 
a damn about anything at all, 
follows Jeanne on an apartment 
hunt and throws her up against 
the wall-slupr, gork, squish, sigh, 
sigh. Jeanne digs this because it 
has style. She sees less and Jess of 
Tom and more and more of Paul. 
After all Paul says nasty things 
and won't tell her his name or 
anything about him and does all 
these outrageous things with his 
"joint." It's something brand new 
and that's all that counts to young 
girl with nothing in her head. 
Sounds like I'm making light of 
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8' M ALBERTO GRIMALDI Pr!ldll'lron /\f~lo~ l:j .. ~ 3Jt'iln 0 ~ 
the story but I really do think' it's 
solid or could have been. So 
what's wrong with the movie? 
Gropes 
What's wrong with the movie is 
that for about the first 30 minutes 
Bertolucci gropes around for a 
way to introduce the characters in 
his solid little scenario and that's 
the tip·off for how it's going to go 
the remaining 99 minutes of "Last 
Tango In Paris." Bertolucei wastes 
our time in those first 30 minutes 
and without fail everytime he 
faces a problem in succeeding 
minutes he passes it off (stands on 
his head) to get to the stuff he 
really has worked out, The end 
result is that for a while he'll serve 
up great stuff only to break the 
momentum with some kind of 
tripe designed to get him to the 
next piece of great stuff. This 
leaves anybody who came to see 
the movie out of sincerity with 
the unsettling task of having to 
wince half the time at Bartolucci's 
failures. 
For some reason this occurs 
mainly when Bertolucci leaves the 
naturalism of the story line 
(which is consistently good) to 
"get into the character." When 
that happens the dialogue 
especially starts sounding like it 
was written by a three-year-old, 
and the action starts to make the 
viewer yawn while his or her eyes 
go from the screen to the theater 
clock. 
Blame 
Brando is still great even 
though he has to say some 
incredibly stupid things. Maria 
Schneider is fine when she's not 
called upon to act and Jean-Pierre 
Leaud is just so-so. But the blame, 
like that of Richard the 
Blackhearted, is clearly on the 
shoulders of Bernardo Bertolucci. 
It's as if he approached the whole 
thing like a hack writer with 
talent might approach a novel: 
creating some pieces of first-rate 
fiction while glossing over the 
stuff that could tie it all together 
with predictable, unimaginative 
devices of the trade. "Last Tango" 
just doesn't have any discipline at 
all and that would be okay if it 
didn't show all the time-but it 
does. 
Audiences of course are going 
to see it because they think it's a 
way to turn on crotch-wise 
.o 
> c 
.. 
without their neighbors spotting 
them going into some cheezy porn 
house, The sex isn't really all that 
explicit but it does represent a 
breakthrough of sorts in that most 
of the time Bertolucci uses sex 
with uncommon intelligence. 
There's a scene toward the end of 
the film in which Paul directs Jean 
to grind two of her fingers into a 
naughty place of his and swear tq 
do all kinds of things that are even 
naughtier. It says a lot about 
Paul's character. And at the end 
of a particularly beautiful scene 
(the real "Last Tango" scene), 
after Paul has declared his love for 
Jeanne and consequently blown 
the whole trip for her (no style, 
no attraction), she jerks him off in 
the back of a bistro and, believe it 
or not, that says more about 
Jeanne's character than anything 
Maria Schneider did acting-wise, 
Language 
One other thing that 
constitutes a real breakthrough is 
the language. For years movies 
have avoided the words that most 
of us use every day in casual 
conversation but in "Last Tango" 
we hear things from Paul that we 
hear every day-"cunt," "cock," 
"asshole," "fuck"-and it's about 
time. They're not used for shock 
effect of any kind, they're used 
because they're real and because 
we use them. It's only natural. 
All in all you can't say "Last 
Tango" is pure garbage because 
Bertolucci is just too good when 
he's good. But it's below par for 
him, the kind of movie you wish 
had come off but didn't. 
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Of course you're ail going to go 
no matter what I say so I'll pass · 
on this little bit of information on 
which is my only intentioned 
piece of didactic instruction. 
When you go don't try to be 
fashionably late-'cause if you're 
fashionably late to "Last Tango In 
Paris" you'll spend the night 
fashionably watching t.v. 
Michael Blake 
In 19 26 the first national 
broadcasting network, NBC, was 
organized by the Radin Corp. of 
America, and on New Year's Day, 
19 2 7, the first coast-to-coast 
broadcast was presented- a 
play·by-play account of the Rose 
Bowl Football 
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Vet Association 
Working To Cut 
Adm. Red Tape 
Veterans deficient in certain 
academic areas may be eligible for 
a $450 tutorial allowance. 
Vets with drug-related 
discharges that are not 
dishonorable discharges may 
receive benefits by appealing theh: 
discharge classification. 
Steve Salaway of the UNM 
Veteran's Association saip, "We're 
here to help vets ami people 
receiving veteran's benefits cut 
through the red tape. We try to 
eliminate the run-around and wild 
goose chase vets get from the 
administration about money they 
should be getting," 
Salaway said the association 
was not a part of the 
administration but a clearinghouse 
for veterans. He said if a veteran 
bas a problem such as a lost or 
delayed check he would receive 
prompt action from the 
association. 
The association also has 
information for former corpsmen 
and medics about challenging the 
licensed practical nurse in New 
Mexico. 
Salaway said the association is 
working on a wide range of 
problems connected with the 
veteran. 
"We want to contact 
conscientious objectors who 
served alternative service. There is 
a case pending in federal court to 
determine if they can receive 
benefits. 
"One of the big problems is the 
high cost of living for returning 
servicemen. We maintain a listing 
of part·time jobs and run a 
counseling service for guys with 
problems to help each other out," 
Salaway said. 
The association is attempting to 
find veterans off-campus through 
the Veteran's Outreach Program 
and enroll them. The association 
is working with the League of 
Latin American Citizens, the New 
Mexico Talent Search and other 
groups to accomplish this. 
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No Tall( at Mitchell's 
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF. (UPI)·-Martha Mitchell said 
Monday her husband was "broken up" over the Watergate 
Affair and they no longer were talking to each other, but that 
she plans to stand by him at least until all charges are 
resolved . 
In a telephone call from h<.'r New York City apartment, 
Mrs. Mitchell pictured h(;'r husband John, former Attorney 
General and President Nixon's campaign manag0r, as being in 
an extended state of depression as a result; of the Watergate 
scandal and related allegations against him, 
She said that she and Mitchell arc still living together but 
"I don't talk to him anymore, I can't get through to him:" 
~---------~-----------~-----· I 
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ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee 
Prr!scnt.~·lu Concert 
Monday, September 3 (Labor Day) 
8:00p.m. University of New Mexico Arena 
Reserved Seats-Student Discount Tickets on sale now 
al SUD Dox Office 
At the GENERAL STORE 
"We'd like to get to know you" 
~~~~~~ 
Coupon ~ 
Free 25 4 l 
Play on any game 
with this coupon 
Good thru Fri. 
Salaway said the association 
would lobby strongly for an 
improved state GI Bill. 
"We'll be doing a lot of 
lobbying for a state GI Bill to give 
more benefits to today's vet," he 
said. "The present bill is 
inadequate and we have concrete 
legislative support for a new one." 
The General Store 
111-A Harvard S.E. Open 'till midnight-7 days a week 
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~Linebacl(er Injuries 
Plague Lobo Defense 
By RUSS PARSONS 
'l'ht> major weak point in the 
Lobo defense is the linebacker 
corps. Injuries and graduations 
have reduced the unit to four 
healthy players. Of these four, 
none has any WAC experience, 
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256-9190 
Sales-Service 
and only one has played 
li.ncbacker !'or the Lobos before. 
The first injury to hit the squad 
was to Pat Rogers, a starting 
line b ackcr last year. Rogers 
suffered a buck injury last season 
and on the doctor's advice has 
quit fool;ball for the year at least. 
Then Tom Perz fell, a victim of a 
shoulder injury, At this point 
Dave Tolliver was switched from 
defensive tackle to linebacker. 
Travis Coleman was the nox t to 
be injured. An ankle injury will 
sideline Coleman until next w<lek, 
The last in the series of mishaps 
was Dave Tollivet·'s strained knee 
at the scrimmage Wednesday. 
Conse.quently, Ron Hall was 
moved yesterday from middle 
guard Lo linebacker, and Ken 
Petticolas and Ken Hintz were 
brought up from the freshman 
squad. 
'!'his series of injuries might be 
deadly on another team. The Jack 
of experience would not only hurt 
the team physically, but mentally 
as well. Perhaps because there 
wasn't that much depth at 
linebacker the turn of events 
hasn't seemed to have turned the 
players expectations sour. 
Dave Tolliver, before his injury, 
probably put it best," We are 
really beautiful to be so young." 
Tolliver isn't the only linebacker 
looking past the hurts. "We 
definitely lack experience," 
explains sophomore Mark 
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Photo by Bob Teller 
Lobo defenders pursuing teammate Woods in last 
Wednesday's scrimmage. They'll be doing it again tonight at 
7:30. 
Rupcich, ~he elder ~tatesman for 
the linebackers," but we make up 
for it in aggressiveness." 
"I don't feel that we arc the 
linebackers we were in the 
spring," Mark continued, "we're 
not hitting or moving as well. 
We'll just have to wait until we get 
in to a game-type situati.on to 
tell." This isn't as easy as it 
sounds, "We have to be good 
early," the sophomore elaborated, 
"we can't wait until the fifth or 
sixth game." 
The unit isn't going to have to 
do it by themselves, however. 
Rupcich explains: "We've got an 
experienced defensive line, they 
cover for us well, and when we're 
free, we roam well." 
With two weeks left until the 
season opener against New Mexico 
State, both Coleman and 'l'olljver 
should be healthy and ready to 
play. How much this will help the 
already weakened defense will 
have to be seen. 
'""'='==-=-=--==· NEW YORK (UPI)-Abbie 
Hoffman, the founder of the 
Youth International Party 
(Yippies), was held in jail on a 
drug charge in lieu of $202,500 
bond Wednesday. 
He is accused of selling three 
pounds of cocaine which police 
said was worth half a million 
dollars to two undercover 
narcotics agents. 
Hoffman, 36, was arrested 
Tuesday night in a hotel with 
three other defendants. A hearing 
is scheduled for Sept. 5. 
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Natlonolly Ad .. rtlsed at 99.95 
• "DNI'' doralllour 1 0 a_,! goar1 
• 27" x IV.." rim• 
° Confer pull brakoa 
• Gum wall tlret ' 
• llack cuahlonecl .. at 
• Amber refloctort on rat trap pedab 
• Center kick ttand 
• Taped racing handlobar with plug 
SAVE OVER $27.00 
latest ward out from Consumer 
Guido July '73 - pogo 54, Thla laay 
Rldtr 500 bicycle aiiii1Hittltd rotall 
prltt of $19.95, Buy now and IGYI 
ower ~10. 
10 AM-6 PM NO DEALERS PLEASE 
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Coed Athletics Shape Up 
By VONNY CERNIWAY · 
Working with an estimated ,. , ·-~~ · k?: 
$35,000 budget, Linda Estes, i·:,;:~~. . .'~.· ii1, ..
Director of Womens t~4 1\:~W 
Intercollegiate Athletics is ,;J,: 1. · ;1, ·. 
anticipating 197 3 to be the best '"' ~ 
year for women's intercollegiate 
sports. . 
There are eight women's 
intercollegiate teams competing 
this year including tennis golf 
field hockey, swim'ming; 
basketball, volleyball, gymnastics 
and skiing. ' 
'l'he UNM women's athletic 
program is in region seven of the 
Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women (AIAW) and 
also belongs to the Intermountain 
Conference, of which Idaho, 
Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and 
Arizona are members. ' 
0 ne of the reasons for the 
optimistic outlook is that due to a 
longstanding policy of not 
awarding athletic scholarships to 
women athletes, legal action was 
brought about by Marymount 
College in Florida, 'l'he courts 
ruled against the continuation of 
this discriminatory practice and 
for the first time UNM will be 
awarding eight tuition 
scholarships to women athletes. 
Another and most promising 
reason for anticipation of the 
coming year is the schedule of 
intercollegiate athletics to be held 
at UNM. The annual Roadrunner 
Intercollegiate Tennis 
Tournament for Women will be 
heading the fall lineup of 
scheduled events, running Oct. 
4-6. This is on() of the best 
women's tournaments in the area 
last year hosting over 100 
participants from 16 universities 
in six states. 
The campus will be the site of 
the Tucker Intercollegiate Golf 
Tournament (Oct. 10-13) headed 
by Lobo Golf Coach Dick 
McGuire. Top men and women 
golfers from all over the U.S. have 
competed in this tournament. 
This year the women's team is led 
by Alexandra Reinhardt, who last 
year as a sophomore placed fourth 
in National Intercollegiate 
competition. 
by Chan Brown 
Linda Estes: UNM's greatest supporter of Women's 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Beverly Quinlan's field hockey 
squad, coming off a 16-3-1 season, 
hopes to continue its winning 
ways this fall, 'l'he women's 
swimming team, coached by John 
Mechem anil led by Kathy Carr 
and Eadie Wetzel, has 
expectations of being strong in 
national competition. The team 
ranks fifth in the nation and wiU1 
the strength of these two 
excellent swimmers, it should 
prove to be quite competitive this 
year. 
D·oubletake In 
Brothel Case 
BUCARAMANGA, 
COLOMBIA (UPI}-Police in the 
town of Barbosa did a doublctake 
when they took the names of the 
principals in a shooting in a 
brothel. 
Alfonso Lopez, a patron of the 
establishment, shot and wounded 
Maria Eugenia Rojas, wlw worked 
at the brothel. 
A I fonso Lopez is the 
presidential candidate of the 
Liberal Party in next year's 
presidential <.>lection and Maria 
Eugenia Rojas is the nam!' of the 
presi dcntial candidate of the 
Nation a! Popular Alliance 
(ANAPO). 
Police said they were no 
relation to the politicians. 
Durham Dies; Was Frazier's Manager 
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)-
Yancy "Yank" Durham, who 
managed former World 
Heavyweight champion Joe 
Frazier and Albuquerque's Bob 
Foster, the Light Heavyweight 
Champ, in many ring battles, died 
early today at Temple University 
Hospital. 
Durham, 52, suffered a "stroke 
of major proportions" Tuesday at 
his North Philadelphia home. He 
had been listed in critical 
condition in the hospital's 
intensive care unit since then. A 
hospital spokesman said he died at 
1:50 a.m. 
Durham's family and Frazier, 
whom Durham managed to his 
March, 1971, decision over 
Muhammed Ali, were at the 
one-time welder's bedside when 
he died. 
Frazier had cut short a vacation 
to maintain the vigil since arriving 
here Tuesday night. He said 
Durham, who was married and the 
father of four children, was "like 
a father to me." 
Durham once said he 
remembered Frazier, a Beaufort, 
S.C., native, "walking up to me in 
1961 as a fat kid." Frazier, a 
slaughterhouse laborer when he 
went to Durham, won the 
Olympic championship in 1964. 
In what was billed as the "fight 
of the century," he decisioned 
Muhammed Ali in Madison Square 
Garden to win boxing's top prize. 
Frazier lost the crown last 
January to George Foreman in 
Kingston, Jamaica. 
Durham, once an amateur 
mlddleweight himself, also was 
managing Willie ''the Worm" 
Clemente's Widow Sues US 
SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI)-The 
widow of Pittsburgh baseball 
superstar Roberto Clemente has 
sued two aviation companies and 
the U.S. Government for $5 
million, charging them with 
negligence in the Dec. 31, 1972 
plane crash in which Clemente 
and four other men were killed. 
A similar suit, for $1 million, 
was also filed in U.S. district court 
here by the widow of Rafael 
Matias, the flight engineer on the 
McDonnell Douglas DC7 that 
punged into the Atlantic Ocean 
minutes after the New Year's Eve 
takeoff from San Juan 
International Airport. 
Philip Silverman, a Washington 
attorney representing Vera 
Clemente in the action, told UPI 
Thursday the local suit was a 
duplicate of one filed last March 5 
in the U.S. district court in New 
York City. 
He said the attorneys had 
decided to file the same suit in 
Puerto Rico, because the feeler al 
government could not be sued in 
any jurisdiction except that in 
which the plaintiffs lived. But 
Silverman said the action against 
the aviation companies was still 
pending in the New York court. 
Monroe, a middleweight 
contender, when he suffered the 
stroke. 
OUNTAIN 
CHALE 
for rock climbing, 
hiking and camping. 
Courteous service with a 
complete line of 
mountaineering and 
backpacking gear. 
Sierra Designs 
Gerry Kelty 
orth Face ·Camp 7 
Two Sandia State Champs 
To Wrestle For Jacobsen 
Two state high school wrestling 
champions from Albuquerque 
Sandia High School have enrolled 
at UNM and will wrestle for Lobo 
head coach Ron Jacobsen. 
Jacobsen said that two·time 
state champion and Prep 
All-American Don Eisenhour and 
defen.ding 112-pound champion 
Joe Boyle would be on the Lobo 
varisty roster this season. 
Eisenhour was the state 
champion in both 1972 and 1973 
winning the 185 pound title this 
past season for Sandia coach 
Richard Ruscelti. Eisenhour won ' 
the National Greco-Roman Junior 
AAU title in 1972 and was the 
state's free style champion in both 
1972 and 1973. During his tlnee 
years at Sandia he posted u 43·6·1 
overall record including five major 
tournament wins. 
Boyle also en tcred UNM with n 
/ 
.. ,,_ ~ ' ,..., 
./ 
/ 
,.-: 
glossy mark, He came up with 
victories in six major prep 
tourneys and finished with a 64·8 
record over three seusons. In 1972 
he won the Nationul Junior 
Grego·Roman AAU crown. 
Rqndt' & ~falnt<.•muKc 
on all foreign car$ 
'Joreign Car Specialisfs 
333 Wvomin.,. Hlv<.I. :>:E 
26!>·!>901 
. 
Free Estimates. 
A-1 Kotzin Introduces 
T()I31AS 
T~()USE~ST.M. 
The Silhouette is 
Yesterday, The Fit 
is Today. 
RED 
HOT 
PANTS 
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Still Difficult Off Campus 
..., 
Rats In/est ! 
p 
Peru Capital Check·Cashing OuHook Is Brighter z ~ ~ LIMA, PERU (UPI)--A health x 
By MIKE MIN'!' URN 
The prospect of finding 
someone to honor checks students 
receive from out-of-state banks is 
brighter this semester, but they 
will meet with little success off 
campus. 
The stiff restrictions imposed 
by the University branch of the 
American Bank of Commerce 
(ABC)' on student check cashing 
have been lifted as a result of the 
decrease in the number of bad 
checks received by the bank. 
Personal checks from in-town 
banks will not be honored, but 
out-of-state checks will. 
The only other check cashing 
outlet on campus, the cashier's 
office in Scholes Hal I, will cash 
student checks, but their policy is 
a bit more restrictive in their 
limitations-ten dollars for a 
personal check. 
bank othor than the American 
Bank of Commerce; checks up to 
$1400 from parents; and 
immediate credit on all deposits. 
Although figures were not 
available on the losses the hank 
received last semester, Romero 
said they were substantial. 
0 utlined in a meeting last 
January between the previous 
bank manager, John Maloney, 
Charles Pascetti and Suzzanne 
Clear of ABC and Dean Harold 
Lavender, Mike Roeder, Ted 
Martinez and Betty Nehr 
representing the university, the 
bank said they would only cash 
checks for students who 
maintained an account with the 
bank. 
Restrictions Lifted 
Since the number of bad checks 
have decreased, Romero said he 
feels that the restriction of 
person's checks, but th!lt they 
alW!tys make sure th!l bouncing 
was not "because of some minor 
oversight." 
"Sometimes a student will cash 
a check here, but will not have 
enough to cover it in their 
accounts. If this is the case, we 
always try to work something 
out," Bergman said. 
To cash a check at the cashier's 
office, a student needs to present 
a student I.D. and one other, 
preferably a driver's license or 
athletic I.D. 
The Circle K stores within the 
university area will cash checks 
for students up to $25 provided 
they have a check cashing 
privilege card on file and have 
written three previous checks for 
their amount of purchase. 
The downtown branch of the 
First National Bank will cash 
Cashing checks is diffic\llt; but possible with proper identification. 
The Business Department of 
the Student Union no longer 
cashes checks due to operating 
losses. 
The main check cashing outlet 
off campus is University Drug on 
Central Ave. and Yale St. which 
now cashes checks for students if 
they have a checking account 
application on file at their store. 
The only other area store that 
wi II cash a checl< besides 
University DI'Ug is Circle K. Their 
procedure is the same as 
University Drug, except that the 
first three checks must be made 
for the amount of purchase only. 
Three other major city banks 
(First National, Albuquerque 
National, Bank of New Mexico) 
said they cash checks for 
un.iversity students who do not 
have accounts at that bank based 
on individual request. 
The ABC bank, located next to 
the bookstore at the Student 
Union, will now honor most 
P.ayroll checks whether they arc 
c1ty, state or federal as long as the 
proper identification is presented. 
Martin Romero, university 
branch manager of ABC, said "we 
will cash most payroll checks and 
money orders from parents, 
provided they can show us a 
driver's license we feel is valid. 
But anything ovet $400 is too 
much for us to handle." 
A student wanting to cash a 
check or money order for more 
than $400 will have to go to a 
larger bank. Romero added that if 
a student does not have a driver's 
license some other identification 
will do as long as "we feel we can 
locate the person if the check 
bounces." 
Last semester, check cashing 
was a major problem for students 
wanting to cash an out-of-state 
check or money order at ABC if 
they did not have an account with 
them. This was due to many 
students taking advantage of 
. ABC's basic policy of cashing 
student checks of up to ten 
dollars drawn by students on a 
cashing checks of customers can 
be lifted until students begin 
misusing the libeml policy. 
"When and if this happens," 
Romero said, "we will go back to 
the more stringent policy." 
The other campus outlet with a 
cashing service is the cashier's 
office at Scholes Hall. Eugene 
Bergman, assistant comptroller, 
said the policy of the cashier's 
office was to cash personal 
checks, two party checks and 
out-of-town checks up to ten 
dollars, checks for tuition from 
''whoever wants to pay" and 
often checks to students for larger 
amounts. 
Bergman noted there has been a 
decrease in the number of bad 
checks they have received since 
they have become more selective. 
He said once a check bounces 
they will no longer honor that 
out·of-state checks for students 
who do not have an account there 
and can present proper 
identification, said manager J. R. 
Reiss. · 
Checks Checked 
"If a student has an out-of-state 
check we can always make a few 
phone calls to see if their account 
will cover it," Reiss said. 
'' 0 ccasionally we will get 
someone who is president or vice 
president of a bank and we get a 
persol)al guarantee." 
He added that a student may 
get his check endorsed by one of 
their customers and save time. 
Gloria Blake of the 
Albuquerque National Bank's 
main office, said they cashed 
checks from out of town for 
students "without question unless 
they were for large amounts." 
Albu erque National Bank 
Open Until Midnight 
Central & San Pedro SE 
Juan Tabo & 
.. 
andelaria NE 
10% off 
With Student I. 
ALCULATOR 
large Selection 
Pocket, AC-DC, 
AC Only,-
DC Only 
Up to 14 Digit 
will also cash personal checks 
after verifying it by calling the 
bank on which it is drawn, 
charging the call to the amount of 
the check. Checks from 
established companies in the city 
are also honored. 
The policy of the Bank of New 
Mexico is usually to not cash 
out-of-town checks if students do 
. not have an account. But the bank 
cashes checks from the parents of 
university students with the 
proper identification and a 25 
cents handling charge. 
The Bank of New Mexico also 
cashes checks from the federal 
government, state government and 
established Albuquerque firms if 
the person has no account. 
All check cashing outlets said 
the number of bad checks are 
decreasing, but restrictions will be 
enforced if they begin to rise. 
It costs between seven and ten 
dollars for a bank to collect on a 
bad check. All checks that come 
back to a bank have been sent 
through a collection.process twice 
at a cost of three dollars each 
time. . 
If it is simply a matter of 
insufficient funds most outlets 
call the student and ask him to 
cover 
ministry official said Thursday g' 
there are 15 rats for every resident l:;j 
of Lima, the Peruvian capitaL " 
With a Lima population of 3'12 q 
million residents, the rats would 1:"' 
number 52'12 million, statisticians g. 
. estimated. .o 
Moises Silva, health department > 
officer for Lima, said the .= 
"normal" relation of rats to ·a 
residents would be one to one. [II. 
"' Silva called for an immediate >-' 
cleanup of food storage bins in ...., 
the city to check the rat ~ 
population growth. He said things "' 
were so bad in some food stores, 
and the rats so big and mean that 
employes refused to go down into 
the cellars to clean them out. 
LOBO Opticians 
across from 
Yale Park 
Prescriptions filled, 
Repairs, 
Replacements 
2316 Central SE 
268-4708 
Forest fires pollute 
the air. 
First with smoke and ashes. 
And then for a long time afterward: 
because there're no green leaves 
to trap particles and replenish 
the air with oxygen. 
Only you can prevent 
forest fires. 
"' 
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45 Pack Bags for Andean Center 
~ Every year thousands of 
<~ t d k  s · u en ts pac their bags, say goodbye, and leave for college, 
For 45 UNM students this year 
was slightly different. ' 
These students packed 50 
pounds of luggage, said goodbye 
and flew to Quito, Ecuador--the 
location of the Andean Study and 
Researsh Center. 
Th~~imter, a branch of UNM 
is under the supervision of Lati~ 
American Studies h~Jre on the 
Albuquerque campus, Any 
student who has a basic 
proficiency in Spanish and is in 
good standing at the university is 
eligible to attend the Andean 
Center. Enrollment is not limited 
to students in Latin American 
Studies. 
Dr. Marshall R. Nason, director 
of the Andean Center said over 
half of the students who have 
attended the school in Quito are 
Chicanos. "They seem to feel the 
cross-cultural experience is worth 
it," he said. Nason added that in 
Quito Chicano students have the 
opportunity to be in constant 
contact with their language and to 
be immersed in the Spanish 
culture. 
Students who attend the center 
must make their own permanent 
housing arrangements for their 
stay in Quito. U pan arrival in 
Ecuador the center provides the 
students with names of 
Ecuadorian families they may live 
with. Students are also allowed to 
live in "pensiones," or boarding 
houses. 
Students pay for their own 
Bird' s Death Kept 'Top Secret' 
OSAKA, JAPAN (UP!)- For 
nearly three years children came 
~o Osaka's Tennoji Zoo carrying 
msects and worms to feed an 
exotic bird they didn't know was 
dead. 
Zoo officials kept secret the 
death of one of the two Kiwi 
birds given to it by New Zealand 
in order not to shock the little 
helpers they said. 
The New Zealand government 
gave the zoo the two Kiwis, the 
national bird of New Zealand, 
July 2, 1970, as a goodwill 
gesture. Kiwis are shy, flightless 
chicken-sized birds. The pair was 
the first ever seen in Japan and 
drew large crowds. 
Tatsumi Wad a, head of the zoo 
in 1970, said the female Kiwi 
became ill and died about thrl!e 
months after arrival at the zoe, 
The bird was stuffed, but it was 
kept out of sight. The male Kiwi 
survived. 
A sign was hung on the cage 
explaining that it was doubtful 
both birds could be seen together 
because they slept in the daytime 
and only came out at night when 
the zoo was closed. Wada said the 
decision to keep the death of the 
Kiwi "top secret" was to avoid 
public criticism. 
So children continued to bring 
earthworms and insects to feed 
the Kiwis. 
, Wada said the zoo had notified 
•the New Zealand government of 
the death of the female bird 
immediately after she died and 
asked that another female be sent 
so she could keep the surviving 
male company. 
"The New Zealand government 
has told us it would provide us 
with another female Kiwi at an 
appropriate time but we haven't 
got it yet," he said. 
Andean Center can pick up an 
<~pplication at the Latin American 
Studies Center in Ortega Hall. 
"We feel it's very good for a 
student who wants to go into 
some specialty in Latin America. 
It allows direct, intimate contact 
and immersion into the culture " 
said Nason. ' 
An acre of ground co'ntains 
43,560 square feet. Consequently 
a rainfall of one inch over on~ 
acre of ground would mean a total 
of 6,272,640 cubic inches of 
water. This is equivalent to 3630 
cubic feet, 
r~iiiiBiisw1 
[II AllAN SUBMA.R.IH[ UNOWICHUJ ~ 
We ollCr .. , Regular ~ Vegetarian • I 
Gcno~t Salami • Ham • Tuna - I' 
l'rosduHo • Capcx:olla. • SrtUsagc • 
Moatbali • Roasl Beef 
Open 7 Days a Wee~ 'Ill 10 p.m. l!f ;a 
Watch for our Dall1 Sptdab ~ 
Grinders I Subs I ::;: 
e Red, While & G.-..n Striped Shop ~ 
Just orr Central a( 
D Harvard SF. Phone 266-3231 
~~ 
New Mexico 
Daily Lobo 
Want Ads say it 
in a Big Way!! 
Howard Hughes 
Smuggled Into 
London Clinic 
Howard Hughes was "smuggled 
into the London Clinic" for an 
operation on his hip wh<:!n a 
s u1·geon refused to opetalc in 
Hughes' hotel hid<:!awny, the 
London Daily Express said today . 
The newspaper's gossip column 
written under the pseudonym of 
William Hickey, said Hughes 
bro!ce a small bone in his hip and 
sent two aides to persuade an 
eminent surgeon to perform 
corrective surgery in the ninth 
floor hotel suite where Hughes 
with characteristic secrecy, h~ 
been secluded for months. 
"An operating theater would be 
set up" at the hotel, the 
newspaper said the Hughes aides 
told the surgeon. "A fully 
qualified anaesthetist would be 
hired, And, it goes without saying 
expense was no object." ' 
Give Your Room 
a NEW lOOK 
This Semester 
Rattan Furniture 
In all sizes, 
styles & prices 
• Coronado Center 296-5559 
Old Town Plaza 842-8022 
-~·~~~~~~~ 
Classified Advertising Rates 
1 Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge 
Pleose place the following classified in the New Mexico Dally Lobo 
5 or more consecutive insertions 
with no copy changes, 
6c per word per doy 
60c per day minimum charge 
Terms Cash in odvonce 
UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 
... ,. .. .. ........ ~ ....... ,.. .... 
times beginning under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals; 
2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sole; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous. · • 
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···Technology Brings./ ron D f • • • Indo-American Fihn e I C I en C I e S . The Indo-American. 1}-ssociation wtll show the Indian movie 
• Khamoshi on Saturday, Sept. 1 at 
... 
CHICAGO (UPI)-Technology 
hail brought about non-stick pots 
and pans, but it may also have 
brought a significant national 
hcaHh 1n·oblem. 
Dr. Paul Saltman of the 
University of California-San 
Diego, said Wednesday that 15 to 
20 per cent of tho U.S. population 
suffer from some degree of iron 
deficiency. 
"'l1his is not trivial," Saltman 
$aid, "When you become anemic, 
your resistance to infection goes 
way, way down. People who arc 
anemic arc far more prone to 
infectious diseases, colds, viruses, 
bacterial infections and such." 
One problem, he said, was that 
iron pots and pans, no longer in 
use, had provided about half of 
each individual's iron supply. 
"It's remarkable how 
tech no logy ha<> given us the 
stickless teflon or the light 
aluminum frying pan and has 
taken away this normal source of 
dietary (iron) intake," Saltman 
said. · 
But Saltman did not advocate 
the revival of cast iron cookware. 
~'We've become a convenience 
nation and I don't think people 
will (return to cast iron cookwate) 
unless they think strongly about 
it," he said. 
"My recommendation is a more 
thoughtful way of fortifying buJk 
foods in the population. That's 
the way go to," he said. 
Fortification of "fad foods," he 
said, would be the key to 
preventing anemic children, 
He said Continental Bakeries 
have fortified a "Twinkie" so that 
two of the pastries and a glass of 
milk provided all necessary 
protein, iron and other required 
---------------------------, 1 CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 1 
10¢ per word $1.00 mlntmum. 5 or more consecutive insertions with I I no copy changes, 6¢ per word per day 60¢ per day minimum. Rate: 
F1=====================================l 
I NAME PHONE I 
I AD STARTING AD I 
.• 1-
~=======================================1 I Ma1·1 To· UNMP.O.BOX20,UniversityofNewMexico 1 
• • Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 ' 
~---------------------------1) PERSONALS il·) FOR RENT 6) EMPLOYMENT 
lN'l'ImNA'flONAL l?OLJ( DANCING to-
night, 7-11, Cnntcrbury Chnpcl, 426 Uni-
versity, NN. 8231 
BICYCLE WAN'l'Im. My while Internn-
tionul tnltcm from the J ournnlism build· 
in~t. Now wnlkhm 4 miles. Rehlrn to 
Lobo, rm. 168 Jourunlism-IIO questions. 
!l/10 _,_ __ 
SUNDAY NJTg SANDWICH RIIOPPE, 
Chili & Soup, 6!30·8100, 421i University 
NE. 8231 
ART STUFF lms moved to bimrer nnu 
better qunrlera--~Rtlll Albuquerque's low-
c.~t priced m·t utorc wlth honCflt di!lrountn. 
170<1 Ccntrnl SE. Cnll 242-9449 before 
yo~ buy I 9L_!> 
S'rUDENT with BABY wnnt.q to trndc 
bnby-sltting with student In snmc situ-
ation. 266·906<1. 8/81 
I WANT A used bkvclc in rrood shnpe, 
843-7423. David. · 8/81 
THE MIME EXPERlMENT ofl"ers clgl!t-
weck workshops in pnnWmimc, ballet, 
tap !lance nnd exercises stnrting Sept. 8. 
For informntion cnll 842-1080. 8/31 
APPEARING at the THUNDERBIRD 
Aug. 30 thru Sept. 3 Dolly r~umn and 
the Mountain Boys formerly the Oriental 
Dlue Strc:onlal. Hnppy hour thru 8-!l pm. 
Don't miss the lnst grcnt dnys of the 
Thunderbird. 8/31 . 
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally 
Lobo, Apply In pc:orson at the Lobo, room 
168 of Student Publications. 
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED to take 
photos for New Mexico Dnlly Lobo. Come 
to room lliS of Studcmt Publicntions 
Building. 
2) LOST & FOUND 
REWARD for wallet containing personal 
ID's and belongings. Return to Journal-
ism, Room 205. Joe. 9/6 
FOUND-FEMALE GERMAN SHEPARD. 
Very gentle with children. Call the child 
care co-op nt 277-2518. • 9/5 
3) SERVICES 
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION 
student of Hector Gnrcin experienced 
teacher. 765-6765. 8/31 
ASTROLOGY - everything you always 
wanted to know. Classes & horoscopes. 
268-0905. 9/25 
DANCE INSTRUCTION in BELEN- & 
BOSQUE FARMS. Ballet, jazz, tap, ac-
robntics. Instruction by Pntricin An-
drews, 10 yrs. Professional teaching ex-
perience. Registration Tues., Sept. 18, 
noon-7 p.m., the Jaycee Hut, Belen. For 
pr~rcgistration cnll 256-3896 in Alb., 
869-201i3 in Bclen and BF. 
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?. Room-
mates Unlimitl!d can find the rigl!t per-
son o1• p]nec :for lll!nrly evcryonne. Reg-
istration is Free. Wc'rc nt 3007 Central 
Next door to Lobo Theatre. Open from 
9-6 Mon-Sat, antl by Appt. 268-0!105. 
~~--~-----~------------------------------~!J/28 
LEGAL SERVICES. lJNM Lnw Sch~bl 
Clinicnl Progrnni offers legnl services 
for students and starr. Furnished by 
qualified law student..'! under faculty su-
pervision. Avnilnhility limited to those 
whose assets and income do not exeeetl 
estnbli~hed guiileline;1. uOe registration 
fcc. Call 277•2013 or 277•3G04 for in-
formntion and appointmcnt..'1. Sponsored 
by Associnted. ShHlrntt'l of lJNM. tfn 
IMAGES-PORTRAITS, PASSPORTS, ap-
Plication photol!r:ttlhs. Close, nuiek, Mtrte. 
2312-A Central SK Tiehind Bulterfields. 
"'!-~ '266-ll957. tfn 
FLUTE LESSONS by UNM music grad· 
unte. $3.00 per le!lson. 243-3643. ·s/30 
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. 
Lowest )lrices in town, fnst, pleasing. 
Nenr UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 
1717 Girard N.E. 9/7 
SHARE 01~ APARTMENT, 1222 Dart-
mouth Ng, $60 per mo. Plemmnt, chenp, 
convenient. 208-1391. 9/7 
S'l'UDBN'l' JIOUSI.NG SP.ECIAL: $11iOO 
down. Approximately $100 n month. 2 
b~drooms. I~ence1l front ntld bnclt ynrcls. 
Goo!l ltit~hen. $13,000, Dnvls-Wrny 
A~wn<'Y, ln<'. 111 Wyoming NE. 265-:1611 
evening 294-082!1. 8/31 
PAGl)IJl'Y HOUSING SPECIAL: NO 
down V.A. 3 bedroomll. Fnmily room 
nntl den. 2 flrl'p)n(•es. 1-~xt•elll'nt ynrd nnd 
pntlo. Snlc.>S prirc nnd npprnianl $27,000. 
Dn.vi:l-Wrny A~:en1•y, lnr. 111 Wyoming 
NE, 266-:l!ill. evenln~. 204-0820. 8/31 
J,AHGE JtOOM, lll'ivatc bnlh in nllrnctivc 
houHc:o nrnr enmpus nvnilnble to student 
for J>nrtinl rc:ont for pnrt;.timc sitting 
with 2 boys n!!etl 10 nnd 11. Needed by 
grndunte teaching nsslstnnt. 268·6229. 
---- --- _______ 0/5 
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS, efficiency 
nn!l one be1lroom, $130-$105, furnisllCd 
Ol' unfurnished, mod furnishings, plush 
cnrpet, dishwnaher nnd clisposnl, swim-
ming pool, rccrcnlion rooms, basketball 
nnd volley ball fncilitles, walking dis· 
tnnce to UNM, corner of University nnd 
Indlnn School NE. 243-2494, 9/7 
5) FOR SALE 
OI~D ADOBE, Tikrns Cnnyon, 0 .rooms. 
Needs work, $3000. 265-9040, 9/7 
FJREWOOD FOR SALE, UNM student. 
Phones: 242-8170, 842-9086, 877-8508. 
10/1 
1909 COUGAR, low mileage, 361 V-8, 4 
speed. Call 266-8221, after 6 pm. 9/7 
71 NORTON COMMANDO. 750cc, excel-
lent condition, Any reasonnble ofl"er. 242-
3102. 9/4 
1972 YAMAHA, excellent condition, $300 
or best offer. 344-8678 after 5:00 pm. 
FIVE 165-13 whitcwnlls $16 each; AM 
Auto Rndio $25. 865:9730, 8/31 
1069 TRIUMPH TRIDENT. Good price 
for fast bike. 266-11!17. 8/31 
BICYCLES. SPECIALIST in finest world 
chnmpion bikes. Bertin, Zeus, Legnnno, 
Gitnne from $85. Used track bikes. Dick 
Hnllet 266-2784. 8/31 
CANON Fl mint condition-1.4 lens, case. 
Contact John Reisdorf Guild Theatre eve-
nings. 8/31 
WATEROEDS. Furnish your Apt. for Jess 
than $50. Wntcr Trips, 3407 Central 
SE. 8/31 
THE 
LAST 
PICTURE 
SHOW 
FRIDAY 
SEPTEMBER 7th 
POPEJOY HALL 
7:00 9:30 1.00 
INTERNATIONAL CASH CARD has or-
~:nnizetl 250· merchnnt.~ in Albuquerque 
to give 5 to 20r1o reduction for pnylng 
cnsh. We n<'cd 60 people to sell INTER-
N'l'IONAL CASH CARD during their 
nvnilnblc time. For more information, 
eonln<'t pnrt time employment Student 
Aids Office, room 1163, Mean Vistn Hall. 
277-5042. 9/7 
HI~I,IABI~l'; GAL to do light housework 
111!<1 tnltc Cllr(' or green house. Part-timt'. 
Dnchclor. 266-2411i. 0/7 
PAH'l'-TIMg lmi,P WANTED. Apply in 
ll('raon. Univ. Dairy Queen, 2300 Central 
sg. 9/4 
LIMDl•mS NEimim for YMCA Grade 
School program. 265-6!171 for appoint-
ment. 9/7 
PAR'f-TIME JOB Must be over 21 yrs, 
old. Apply in person-grndualc studenw 
only. SaveWny Liquor Store, 6704 Lomas 
NE. 9/7 
7) MISCELLANEOUS 
REPORTEHS/WRITERS who want jour-
nnllstic experience can work for New 
Mexico Dnlly Lobo. Come to room 158 
of Student Publications. 
ARTISTS, CARTOONISTS NEEDED to 
work for New Mexico Dnily Lobo. Apply 
in person nt room 168 at Student Pub-
lications Building. 
Snbscribc to the 
LOBO 
substances. 
"That to me, made enormous 
sense. Rather than sit and gripe at 
your kids saying 'Shut up and 
drink your milk and eat your 
salad' you say 'drink the coke, 
kid, have a malt, have a Twinkie' 
and you've got it." 
Phi Eta Sigma 
Phi Eta Sigma will be installed 
September 14, 1973. Any male 
sophomore, junior, or senior 
student, that had a 3.50 or better 
grade point average during his first 
semester as a freshman Ol:' a 3.50 
average for his freshman year is 
eligible for membership. Contact 
Dean Larry L. Mangus, Mesa Vista 
1175 or call 277-6448 for further 
information. 
Freshman Seminar 
There ate a few openings left in 
Section 2 Freshmen Genera] 
Studies Seminal:' on ''History of 
the Sixties" which meets 
Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. 
There are no special requirements 
for this three hour class except 
interest. 
7:30 p.m .. in the Basic Medical 
Sciences Building, room 203, 
Tickets are $1 at the door. For 
more information call Ali Abbasi 
at 268-5271. 
WEDNESDAY 
MONIKA 
®INGMAR ~ERGMAN'S 
MOST EROTIC Fl LM . · 
8&.10 $1.00 
oO 
lr.,. . This is "the" 1937 warning to loose women. 
~ A film classic- now an unparalleled comedy. 
From New Line Cinema, tho qanq who hrouqht you "REEFER MADNESS."' 
YOU WON'T CLAP AT THIS ONEI 
The famous 1929 Marihuana Wester~ "HIGH ON THE RANGE" 
-~_. __ s __ +a!:ring Yakiflla .~anutt, "World's GrQatest Cowboy." 
U.N.M. STUDENT UNION 
THEATRE 2.77-2031 
l 
-
